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LTZ7 – Visiting La Tzoumaz by Car

Maps and Driving Directions to La Tzoumaz
Underground Parking at main public Car Park (approx. CHF 1/hr)

This guide can also be downloaded from the website

‘www.laforet35.ch’

(LTZ7 V.1 – 12.2.20)

All diagrams, maps and guidance provided without liability and may change subsequent to publication

Other Parking:

There is also free public car parking at various locations around the village, on the free navette route. 

If the above parking is full, there is free parking just after the Etablons roundabout. From there, you can ski 
down to the télécabine base, and purchase tickets. Drive up past the caisses at the base of the télécabine

following the signs to the ‘baby lift / etablons’ till you get to the Etablons roundabout, by the tunnel. 
Turn left at the roundabout and you can see parking on your left. 
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At Martigny, follow Autoroute to Brig for 10Kms. 
After Saxon take the next Exit, No.24 to ‘Riddes’. 
Turn right near top of sliproad. Keep right.
Right 270º back under flyover.🚫 Stop at T-Junction.
Sharp Left-then-Right at ‘meubles’ - Next page …

🚫 STOP!

24H Automated Garage: 
Last chance to buy fuel

(no garage in La Tzoumaz)

➊
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➋ At this corner be careful. You can see 
chalets ahead and the top of the valley - the 
road looks like it goes straight on but actually is
a sharp right hairpin.

Look out for a white sign on the right:
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➌From Riddes

➌
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Underground public car park in Téléverbier Apartments
Approx CHF 1/hr – Next to Supermarket
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Etablons Chairlift 
(Weekends only)

Various outdoor public parking
No charge – but congested Weekends/school hols

Etablons Parking: this is next to the piste and from here, you can ski down to the télécabine base, 
and purchase tickets at the caisse. 

Drive up past the caisses at the base of the télécabine, following the signs to the ‘baby lift / etablons’ 
till you get to the Etablons roundabout, by the tunnel. 

Turn left at the roundabout and you can see parking on your left. 

This is also the free navette bus route, so if you see a space, you can get on the bus up to Etablons
or down to the caisses. Buses come about every 20 mins with a longer gap at lunchtime.


